Abstract. The object of this paper is to investigate the homology of deleted products of finitely triangulated one-dimensional spaces. By direct calculation, we obtain upper bounds for the two-dimensional Betti numbers, and, using a rather small system of topological types of spaces appearing as subspaces of the space under consideration, we obtain lower bounds for these Betti numbers. We demonstrate that, in general, the two-dimensional Betti numbers are larger than they were originally thought to be.
1. Introduction. Our purpose in this paper is to investigate the homology and cohomology of deleted products of finitely triangulated one-dimensional spaces. It has long been known that these groups are finitely computable, but the computations are unreasonably tedious, and we have often wished for simpler ways of evaluating the groups. Since the homology and cohomology in dimensions greater than two are trivial, and since the connectivity and the Euler-Poincaré characteristic are readily computed, it suffices to find the first or the second homology group. We have chosen to concentrate on the second homology. Our original thesis, which we were not successful in demonstrating, was that the elements of H2 arose from a rather small system of topological types of spaces appearing as subspaces of the space under consideration. However, this approach did lead us to discover lower bounds on the Betti numbers. A somewhat more direct procedure yields upper bounds.
2. Notation. If A' is a topological space, then its deleted product is the topological product Xx X with the diagonal removed. The reduced deleted product is the quotient space obtained from the deleted product by identifying each point (xx, x2) with (x2, xx). Both of these spaces play an important role in the study of embeddings of spaces. If X has a given triangulation, then JX = U {a x r | a and t are simplices of X and a n t = 0} is a deformation retract of the deleted product. The reduction of JX is called KX, and it is a deformation retract of the reduced deleted product. If A and B are subspaces of X, then we will write A □ B=(A x B) u (B x A). (A □ B is a subspace B(X, A) = ßiC(a, A) if the ends of a are joined by a path in A, = 0 otherwise.
In this formula, ßx is the Betti number formed relative to some homology theory; since the space involved is one-dimènsional, it does not matter which homology theory is used. A decomposition of X (where X is connected) is a sequence (Xn, Xn-x> •• -j Xo) of subspaces of A'such that A'n=Arand Arj = Ai_1 u a¡, where, for each i= 1, 2,..., n, X¡ is connected and at is a 1-simplex having Xt-i n qc^. The decomposition is called complete if X0 is a single vertex. Note that in a complete decomposition, n is exactly the number of 1-simplices in X. When (Xn, Xn.x,..., XQ) is any decomposition of X, let n E(Xn, Xn_i,..., X0) = 2_ E(Xi, Ai_1). i = i
Theorem 3.1. For complete decompositions of X, the number B{Xn, Xn_x,..., X0) is independent of the decomposition used. Proof. A decomposition determines an indexing of the 1-simplices a¡ of X, and, conversely, any indexing of the 1-simplices determines a decomposition. Thus it suffices to compare the B values for two decompositions related by the interchange of a successive pair of simplices. This is done in the following lemma. It is interesting to note that it is not necessary to assume that A is connected in Theorem 3.5. Suppose the endpoints ax and a2 of a lie in disjoint closed subsets Ax and A2 (respectively) of A, and that A = Axu A2. For each /= 1, 2, set Ct = C n A(. Note that JA =JAX u JA2 u (Ax □ ^2). Using this fact and the Künneth Theorem, we find a direct sum decomposition induced by inclusion maps : 4. The family J5". The following three spaces play a crucial role in this paper.
(1) 8Ax 81, where 8A is the (geometric) boundary of the standard 2-simplex A and 81 is the boundary of the unit interval /. This space is the union of two disjoint simple closed curves.
(2) H & W, the houses-and-wells figure, is the join of two 3-point discrete spaces.
4-simplex.
In each case, the above presentation suggests an obvious triangulation. Furthermore, this is the minimal triangulation for the space. Notice that these spaces are homogeneous in the following sense: for any two 1-simplexes of the space, there is an isomorphism of the space carrying the first simplex onto the second. Let !F be the set of all PL-homeomorphs of these spaces. It is readily verified that if P e J5" and a is a 1-simplex in P, then there is a unique simple closed curve S in Pthat does not meet a. We say that a and S are opposite each other. Let ¡FQ be the set of PL-homeomorphs of ôA x 81.
The following table summarizes the homology and cohomology of the deleted products of spaces in IF. If X= d A x dl, then JX has four components : two are simple closed curves, and two are tori. The projection JX^-KX maps each simple closed curve two-fold upon a simple closed curve, and collapses the two tori onto one. If a triangulation other than the minimal one is used, the resulting JX and KX' contain the minimal ones as deformation retracts. In any case, H2(JX) is a free A-module on two generators yx and y2, and these generators may be taken to be orientation classes for the two tori. Let y be the projection of yx into H2(KX), and note that y2 projects to ± y . If er is a 1-simplex in some triangulation of X, A is the complement of the interior of a, and S is a simple closed curve opposite a in X; then we clearly have Since the orientation sheaf on KX is twisted, we have H\KX; ZT) = H2_X(KX; Z) [2, p. 138] . Note that the van Kampen cocycle m2(X) generates H2(KX; ZT) (see [1] ). The remaining homology and cohomology of KX is obtained using universal coefficient theorems. The discussion of X= CG5V is quite similar to the above. The Euler-Poincaré characteristics are x(JX) = -10 and x(KX) = -5. Thus JX is a surface of genus 6, while KX is nonorientable and has Hx(KX;Z)xZ+Z+Z+Z+Z+Z+Z2.
X=
Again, H2(KX; ZT)xZ is generated by the van Kampen cocycle. If y is an orientation class in H2(JX)xA and a, A, and S are chosen as above, then (4.4) (S x a) -(a x S) represents the image of ± y under the inclusion map j:JX^(JX,JA).
5. Lower bounds. Suppose A" is a finitely triangulated one-dimensional space, and (X, A) is a decomposition of length two for X. Let a be the 1-simplex such that X=a u A. Define W(X, A) to be the submodule of HX(A) generated by simple closed curves S in A such that S is opposite <r in some FelF lying in X. Let W0(X, A) be similarly generated by S opposite am Fe^,. Set D(X, A) = rank W(X, A) and E(X, A) = rank W0(X, A).
Since S is opposite a, it must be disjoint from a, whence S<= C(a, A). It is frequently convenient to regard W(X, A) and W0(X, A) as submodules of Hx (C(a, A) ). Note that D and E are independent of the ring A. Also D(X, A) = E(X, A)=0 unless the Proof. Let a be the 1-simplex of X such that A u a=X. The result is trivial unless the ends of a are joined by an arc in A, so we will immediately make this additional assumption. Then a n A = 8a, whence the inclusion map
is an excision when C=C(a, A). The homomorphism 9': HAO + HAO -> H2(C D«,CD 8a), given by assigning to 9'(zx,z2) the relative 2-cycle [(zx+z2)xa]- [axzx] when zx, z2 are 1-cycles on C, is easily seen to be an isomorphism. Let 0 = fc*°(0'| W(X,A)+W0(X,A)) and note that 9 is injective. On the other hand, we have the exact sequence 0 -*■ H2(JA) ¡7*" H2(JX) j? H2(JX, JA). The portion of the theorem that concerns JX will be proved as soon as we show that image 0<= imagey*. Let S be a simple closed curve lying opposite a in some Fe !F. Then it follows from (4.2), (4.3), and (4.4) that (Sxa) -(axS) is in the image ofy*. If, in addition, FeF0, then (4.2) shows that S x ore image y*. Thus 6 maps the generators of W(X, A)+ WAX, A) into image/'*, and the result follows.
Next, let A=Z2. Define <p: W(X, A)^ H2(KX, KA) to be the homomorphism sending the 1-cycle z into the relative equivariant 2-cycle (zxa)+(ax z). As before, one easily verifies that <p is injective and that image <pc: image y* wheny'*: H2(KX) -*■ H2(KX, KA) is induced by inclusion.
Finally, let A=Z and define </<: WAX, A) -*■ H2(KX, KA) to be the homomorphism sending the 1-cycle z into the relative equivariant 2-cycle (zx,a) -(axz). As before, one easily verifies that </> is injective and image i/i^ imagey'#. The lower bounds on ß2(KX; Z2) given in Corollary 5.3 have turned out to be the exact values in all of the examples we tested, and we conjecture that ß2(KX; Z2) = D(Xn, Xn-i,..., X0) always holds. On the other hand, it may happen that ß2(JX)>(D + E)(Xn, *""_i,..., X0). For example, let X=X13 be the space with the eight vertices vx,v2,...,vB and the thirteen 1-simplexes fa,v¡) (z'=l,2; 7 = 3, 4, 5, 6), {v3, d7>, fa, u7>, <v5, vB}, <i>6, y8>, and <u7, i>8> (see Figure 5 .4). The subspace XX2 is obtained by omitting the simplex fa, t>8> from X. Let (XX2, Xxx,..., X0) be any decomposition of A"12. Then A slight modification of this example reveals an essential feature of such failures.
Let Xn = X13 u <u4, d5>. Then (/> + F)(Ar14, X13) = 4, whence (D + E)(Xa,Xi3,...,X0)= 10.
On the other hand, if T( = A¡ for z'=0, 1,..., 12, 14 and T13= yi2 u <y4, v5}, then (D + E)(Ya, Y13,..., Fq) =11. The thrust of this second example is that D + E depends on the decomposition used and is not an invariant of the space. Notice that F is not invariant, either. Similar examples may be constructed using the spaces sketched in Figure 5 .5.
6. Complete graphs. Let Ak be the complete graph with vertices vu v2,..., vk. That is, Ak is the 1-skeleton of the (k-l)-simplex spanned by the independent points vx, v2,..., vk. In this section, we study the functions B, D, and Fon suitable decompositions of Ak in order to obtain estimates of the accuracy with which they reflect the values of ß2. 
